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SERVERware 4.2

BACKUP YOUR DATA

The only virtualization platform tailored to
hosting telephony & unified communications
in the cloud.

SERVERware
SERVERware delivers a wide range of IP services and applications with high
availability, stability, and reliability for a maximum up-time.
The product has been completely revamped with new underlying virtualization
technology, has 64bit and 32bit backward compatibility with older versions of
PBXware. SERVERware serves many different types of clients with different
PBXware editions at the same time plus sipPROT, all through one interface.
The platform has shared, fault-tolerant, highly available, and redundant
network storage, high data integrity protection, and a built-in backup system.
Bicom Systems’ SERVERware Virtualization Platform is available in the
Standalone, Mirror, and Cluster Editions, offering fault tolerance, high
availability, and processing and storage scalability.

Geo-Redundancy
Geo-redundancy synchronizes data between different geographical locations
and allows you to keep all data up-to-date. This feature enables companies
to take over services on a remote site with minimal data shift, depending on
how frequently data replication occurs between sites.
The geo-redundant network offers more flexibility in infrastructure
requirements and lowers the cost for the customer while still providing a
computer platform tool to achieve a high level of availability.
SERVERware provides a comprehensive graphical user interface that enables
operations to be performed in just a few clicks.

VPS Management
Easily deploy Virtual Private Servers (VPSs) with the allocated resource pool
(processing, memory, storage, and broadband). SERVERware Virtualization
Platform will automatically create a highly available setup for you (a duplicate
instance of VPS) by simply selecting the option during the configuration. The
entire process is completed in just a few simple clicks.

Domains
With SERVERware, system administrators can manage users, domains, IP
pools, service pools, and sipPROT, all from one interface with the added
benefit of using domains to enable easier resource management and isolation.
A domain can represent a company, department, or an individual, each
having its own resources and its own Domain Members. Domain Members
are divided into Domain Administrator, VPS Administrator, and VPS Owners,
each assigned different permission levels allowing resource management and
monitoring.
SERVERware Virtualization Platform allows you to allocate and extend the
IP pool in a LAN subnet and then split the IP pool per domain. You can also
define service pools and then assign processing hosts to these pools.

Virtual Networks
SERVERware 4.2 allows administrators to define extra virtual networks at
the SERVERware cluster level for interconnecting VPSs on the same cluster.
SERVERware uses the WireGuard communication protocol to establish virtual
private networks (VPNs), which serve as the cornerstone of SERVERware
virtual networks.

These networks are encrypted by design, providing a safe mechanism to
protect communication between VPS hosted on the cluster. As a result, one
can build a dedicated virtual network for a domain, allowing the domain’s
VPSs to connect securely while other VPSs from different domains hosted on
the same cluster cannot see the traffic.
Benefits:
• By design, virtual networks are simple to define and secure.
•

They lower the cost of networking hardware (fewer cables, hubs) and
remove hardware dependency.

•

Allow services running on distinct VPSs that logically depend on each
other to be interconnected without having to connect them to a subnet
exposed to the public internet. An ETCD cluster can be created using
merely a virtual network connecting the nodes.

•

VPSs can connect to several physical and virtual networks at the same
time.

•

The Virtual Network facilitates the creation of new applications based on
the microservice architecture.

DNS & NAPTR/SRV
SERVERware 4.2 now includes an integrated DNS (Domain Names System)
server, allowing it to function as an authoritative server for a DNS zone.
When SERVERware hosts a DNS zone, it becomes the authoritative server
for the names in that zone. In other words, it can answer queries for any name
in that zone. Each VPS hosted on the SERVERware cluster will be assigned a
name in the zone and can be reached using its domain name rather than its
IP address.

Benefits:
• Because SERVERware is authoritative for the provided zone, VPS can
change IP or subnet and remain accessible via domain name with no extra
DNS configuration adjustments.
•

It makes DNS management easier for providers who offer numerous
services because all they have to do is redirect DNS requests to
SERVERware.

•

The ability to configure NAPTR/SRV DNS resource entries for each VPS
provides a service discovery mechanism for clients who support this
feature, including most UADs and gloCOM.

MAN (Management Network)
To boost security, SERVERware 4.2 utilized virtual networks. The core
principle is to use the same VPN technology and IPv6 addresses to create
a secure VPN between SERVERware hosts and CONTROLLER in a dynamic
and implicit setup.
A new host will be immediately connected to this network when it is added
to a cluster. As a result, there will be a dedicated automatically configured
virtual interface named MAN on each host, as well as the controller, that will
be used for safe communication between SERVERware components running
on different hosts in the cluster.
With the MAN interface established, we will limit the surface area available
to attackers and dramatically increase SERVERware’s security.
Benefits:
• The virtualization platform’s overall security has been improved.
•

On the SERVERware level, having an encrypted and secure link-local
network commodity streamlines the process of linking distributed
SERVERware components. It greatly simplifies the development of new
features.

System Dashboard
Monitor your system resources and status of all Hosts and VPSs by using
the SERVERware Dashboard. All relevant system information is contained
within a single screen and delivered comprehensively in real-time. Recently
triggered alarms are displayed on the dashboard allowing everything to be in
one centralized screen.

Storage Stability
SERVERware Virtualization Platform is using OpenZFS for storage, a proven
next-generation file system technology. OpenZFS is perfectly suited for
SERVERware needs because it allows:
•

expanding storage by adding more drives into the storage pool

•

creating maintenance schedules

•

monitoring storage health
and many other things.

DID YOU KNOW?
With SERVERware Virtualization Platform you can deploy a new PBXware
instance with a single click. Serve many different types of clients with different
PBX editions at the same time all through one interface without the need for
extra hardware.

HOSTED or ON-PREMISE
At Bicom Systems, we offer both hosted and on-premise solutions for
Unified Communications. When you choose the hosted deployment option,
you are relieved of the burden of purchasing and maintaining the hardware.
Companies that opt for the on-premise solution have the complete control
over all their servers and data.
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